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ABSTRACT 
Researcher : Indah Libriana N 
Reg. Num. : 20400113092 
Title  : The Students’ Strategy in Mastering Vocabulary at The Second 
Semester of Tarbiyah and Teaching Science Faculty of UIN 
Alauddin Makassar 
Consultant I : Dr. H. Wahyuddin Naro, M. Hum, 
Concultant II : Dahniar S.Pd M.Pd 
 
This research was about the strategy which students use in learning 
vocabulary for the Second Semester Students of English Education Departmen at 
UIN Alauddin Makasar. The research questions of this research are: (1) the strategies 
that students usually use in learning vocabulary, and (2) the strategy that students 
mostly use in learning vocabulary. The aim of this research are (1) To find out all the 
strategies that students usually use in learning vocabulary at the second semester 
students of English Educatin Department  of UIN Alauddin Makasar (2) To find out 
the most favorite strategy that students use in learning vocabulary. 
This research was designed in the form of quantitative descriptive method. 
Subject of this research were 65 students in the second semester majoring English 
Education Department of Tarbiyah and Teaching Science Faculty at UIN Alauddin 
Makassar. Data were analyzed trough percentage. 
The result of this research are: (1) Almost all respondents have used all the 
strategies which exists in the questionnaire. They have marked each criteria from the 
strategy which appropriate with themselves. (2) The survey result showed listening an 
English song as the mostly used strategy with 29 (45%) total respondents who chose 
criteria number 5 or always used strategy 24 (37%) total respondents who chose 
criteria number 4 or often used strategy. This concluded that from 65 respondents of 
The Second Semester of Tarbiyah and Teaching Science Faculty who have done this 
research, more than 50% of them chose listening song as their strategy that they likely 
most to be used. 
Based on these findings, it can be concluded that, most of the students is not 
using only one strategy, but they use more than one strategy until they decide the best 
strategy for their self to help them mastery their vocabulary and listening English 
song as the most popular strategy by 65 respondents and could be the best 
recommended strategy to be used in order to mastering students vocabulary. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
This part is the first identification that included of background, research 
problem, research objective, research significant, research scope and operational 
definition of terms.      
A. Background 
Language is the best tool of communication. People can share information 
with using language. In this world, there are so many language which different for 
each country. Since English as an international language that people use to 
communicate with another people who do not understand their language of each other, 
that is why people have to learn to use English. Imagine that if people are in urgent 
situation which there tourists who comes to them and asking their help. Those people 
absolutely will understand what the tourists mean if they have learned about English 
and without any reason, they have to use English for make the tourists understand 
about what they mean too. 
To understand and get information about English language, people have to 
have collection of English vocabulary. To communicate with the people in other 
country also need to have English vocabulary. To make easily in English mayor 
proficiency for students absolutely have to sufficient their English vocabulary. That is 
a reason why English vocabulary has to be learned. It is the lesson which is required 
by the learners for their future. So, the first thing which students have to do in 
learning English is how people can have their English vocabulary collection widely. 
1 
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Firstly, the main question is why vocabulary? Because vocabulary like world 
of English that is full by word. McCarthy & O‟Dell (2008) stated a very important 
aspect of learning vocabulary is to organize the words and expressions. It will help 
students to remember about vocabulary better.  People who know how important to 
learn English and how important English for their future will understand how 
important vocabulary itself. 
Then, why vocabulary has to be mastering? Because mastering vocabulary is 
a process which make people will be easy to learn the other skills of English. In 
mastering vocabulary process, peoples should have dependability so the process will 
be effective. Furthermore, peoples who have many vocabulary collections will be 
easier in using English language. They can accept and give more information fast 
than people who don‟t have it. There are many advantages of mastering vocabulary 
and it is only one of many advantage of mastering vocabulary. 
In real fact, in mastering vocabulary process, people should have a big 
eagerness by themselves to always practice and try to increase their vocabulary 
collection as many as they can do. Moreover, to help people in mastering vocabulary 
process, they should have strategy or methods to make it easier. Strategy or method 
will be used to upgrade their enthusiasm in mastering vocabulary. According to 
Yongqi (2003) a strategy is a series of actions for a learner to facilitate the completion 
of improving their English skill. Understanding the suitable of strategy individually 
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will make people more be diligent in mastering process and definitely will make them 
more enjoyable although mastering vocabulary is difficult process. 
However, different people is different personality and different personality 
will need different strategy makes the researcher curious about strategy that people 
especially for students as learners usually use for mastery their vocabulary. Are every 
students have had a strategy? Is their strategy suitable with their personality? 
Therefore, the researcher suggests for every students to understand their own 
strategy that compatible with their personality or characteristic in learning process to 
reach the goal in mastering their vocabulary.  
As a result, to get answers about that questions, the researcher has done 
survey which she thought as the best way to find out the answers. Survey is one of a 
method to collect data information appropriate with the researcher need and can be 
carried out in brief time.  
To particularize, the researcher decided to identify the strategy that students 
usually use to help them to more understand about vocabulary through survey 
research. The researcher thought among some strategies for students, they might be 
has a best strategy for themselves. The researcher hopes that their strategy can be 
suggestion for other students to use that strategy too. 
Thus, based on the explanation above, the researcher went to the class and did 
a survey with the title “The Students‟ Strategy in Mastering Vocabulary at the Second 
Semester of Tarbiyah and Teaching Science Faculty of UIN Alauddin Makassar”. 
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B. Research Problems 
By paying attention on the background above, accordingly, the problem in 
this research are : 
1. What are the strategies that students use in learning vocabulary? 
2. What is the strategy that students mostly use in learning vocabulary? 
 
C. Research Objectives 
Relating to the research problem above, the goal to be achieved in this 
research are : 
1. To find out all the strategies that students use in learning vocabulary 
2. To find out the strategy that students mostly use in learning vocabulary 
D. Research Significances 
The researcher made this researcher with significances those are divided by 
theoretical significance and practical significances. 
1. Theoritical Significance 
     In studying English especially vocabulary, it is very necessary for the students 
to have strategy that can help them to increase their vocabulary collection. This 
research explained about how important English vocabulary and what are strategy 
that probably students have used or strategy that will be used by students who have 
not had it.  
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2. Practical Significances 
There are some significances of this research, those are: 
a. For students, as a motivation to their ability in mastering vocabulary, so they can 
keep raise their skill in studying English. It might be a suggestion for other 
students who want to apply the strategy in mastering their vocabulary. 
b. For lecturers, as an adding information for them to know about varies strategy 
and a guideline in applying the strategy in order to increase the students‟ ability in 
mastering vocabulary which can improve teaching system in classroom.  
c. For Next Researchers, as a tool for helping them in comparative reference and 
as sources of information. 
E. Research Scope 
For doing this research, the researcher focused on identify the most popular 
strategy that students use to mastering their vocabulary. This means that the 
researcher surveyed what is students‟ strategy to help themselves in raising their 
vocabulary collection.  
This research focused on vocabulary which use in daily not in the academic 
case because daily vocabulary is easier that academic vocabulary. Daily vocabulary 
also uses by people generally and easier to be understood by common people. The 
researchers prepared some questions that relation with this researcher that can help 
the researcher to achieve the aim of this research. 
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F. Operational Definition of Terms 
To avoid any misunderstanding, the researcher would like to define what the 
researcher means as follow : 
1. Learning Strategy 
According to the researcher, strategy is the way that someone uses to make 
easier what they do. Since this research about students‟ strategy, the researcher will 
explain commonly about learners‟ strategy because students are included as learners.  
The researcher defined a learning strategy as a way which the learners use to 
facilitate their daily task. Learning strategy as specific action who taken by the 
learners to make them easier, faster, more self-directed, more effective and more 
transferable in achieve their goals. 
Moreover, the researcher defined students‟ strategy as a method, tricks, or way 
of students use for purpose to achieve their goal. This strategy should be enjoyable 
and comfortable for students. That is way students have to choose by their own self 
the right strategy to use while teacher only as a director for students in choosing their 
strategy. 
For supporting the theory, Yongqi (2003) explained a learning strategy is a 
series of actions learners take to facilitate the completion of a learning task. A 
strategy starts when the learner analyzes the task, the situation, and what is available 
in their own repertoire. The learner then goes on to select, deploy, monitor, and 
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evaluate the effectiveness of this action, and decides if they need to revise the plan 
and action. 
2. Mastering Vocabulary 
According to the researcher, vocabulary is the important role in language 
because vocabulary is a list of words that help someone to make communication to 
each other. Vocabulary is a basic part in English language that included words that 
learners should have in learning English. Vocabulary always use in all skill of 
English. Because of that vocabulary is the first way to enter in „English‟ area. 
Vocabulary is also a fundamental requirement that influence students‟ achievement in 
studying English. Without vocabulary there is no communicate, read and write that 
can be conveyed.  
The researcher defined mastering vocabulary is students‟ activity who practice 
and always try to increase their vocabulary collection is students who are there in 
mastering process. Willis (2008) stated building vocabulary will make students‟ 
proficiency of verbal, fluency, writing and comprehension growing.  
Especially for this research, it is has not to be a master who knows all about 
English vocabulary that can be said mastering vocabulary. Mastering vocabulary is 
situation of the students which they achieve to increase, enhance, or raise their 
collection of vocabulary words. So with practice as often as possible, students have to 
have motivation to building their vocabulary skill. When it raises one word in a day 
straight, it has called as mastering vocabulary. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
This chapter included of related research findings which mentioned about 
some previous researches which have similarly aim or result with the researcher‟s 
research. There also some pertinent ideas which explained about all of variable of this 
research detail. 
A. Related Research Findings 
There are so many researchers that have conducted the research about 
vocabulary, strategy in mastering vocabulary and some of them are related to this 
research. These following research are related to researcher study: 
Puspasari (2014) has made a research about strategy in Mastering Vocabulary 
under the title “The Strategies of Mastering English Vocabulary.” The researcher 
stated that students have to be mastering vocabulary because it can help them in 
speaking, listening, writing, and reading. They also easier to get and understand 
whole English skill, such as receptive skill and productive skill.   
Rahayu (2012) has done a research about strategies in learning vocabulary 
under the title “Students‟ Strategy in Learning Vocabulary at MTsN Aryojeding.” The 
researcher stated that in learning foreign language, vocabulary has very important 
role which is one of the element that relate it with four skills, speaking, listening, 
reading and writing. The researcher concluded that the students have varies of 
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learning vocabulary strategy which is appropriate with their characteristic and their 
interest.  
Yusuf (2014) has done a research about mastering vocabulary with use a 
strategy under the title “Increasing the Students Ability in Mastering Vocabulary by 
Using SCAMPER Strategy.” The researcher took SCAMPER strategy that he thinks 
can increase students‟ vocabulary skill. “it shows the good ways in having the 
students‟ interest to mastering vocabulary by using SCAMPER (Substitute, Combine, 
Adapt, Modify, Put to other use, Eliminate and Rearrange) Strategy than the real 
teaching that is usually done by the English teacher in Junior high school of BNKP 
Simon”. 
Willis (2008) in his research under the title “Teaching the Brain to Read: 
Strategy for Improving Fluency, Vocabulary and Comprehension.” stated that to 
building vocabulary, improve the brain efficiency is very important. The researcher 
modified strategy and divided it in three steps, those are (1) resonate is to give 
students a motivation to attend closely to the sensory input, (2) reinforce is to 
maintain motivation in a reward manner and (3) rehearse consistently will 
strengthening the vocabulary in brain storage and processed to higher cognition. 
Hasniyar (2015) has done her research under the title “Kemampuan Kosakata 
dalam Pembelajaran Bahasa Inggris dengan Metode Audiolingual (Army Method) 
pada Siswa Kelas VIII SMP Negeri 8 Bangkala Kabupaten Jeneponto.” In her 
research, she concluded that in English lesson vocabulary and grammar is playing an 
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important role. Vocabulary mastery as an obligation for students who want to 
understand a text, conversation or writing English. Without vocabulary mastery is 
being impossible for them to get the goals. 
All the studies that have been mentioned before are related to the researcher‟s 
study because those researchers also think that vocabulary is so important and 
strategy is really needed in mastering vocabulary.  
However, There is differences between the studies above and the study that 
researcher has done, that was the researchers before have choose their own strategy to be 
given to the student while the researcher now gave list of some strategy to the students to 
identify the strategy that students usually use to add their vocabulary collection. 
B. Some Pertinent Ideas 
1. Strategy 
a. Definition of strategy 
     Ching & Shu (2007) explained „Strategy‟ is from the ancient Greek term 
strategia, refers to generalship or the art of war. In a more specific sense, strategy 
entails the optimal management of troops, ships or aircraft in a planned campaign. 
Tactic is different but related to strategies, which are tools to achieve the success of 
strategies. Moreover, the two expressions share some basic concepts: planning, 
competition, conscious manipulation and movement toward a goal. In nonmilitary 
settings, the concept of strategy has been applied to the non-adversarial situations, 
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where it has come to mean a plan, step or an action is taken for achieving a specific 
objective.  
     Oxford (1990) stated strategies are particularly important for language learning 
because they are tools for active, self-directed involvement, which is essential for 
developing communicative competence. Because of its significance, learning 
strategies have been extensively employed in the educational field. In defining the 
language learning strategy, different researchers use different terms and different 
concepts. Therefore, a great number of researchers have formulated their own 
definitions. 
     Rubin in Ching & Shu (2007:238) defined strategies as the techniques or 
devices, which a learner may use to acquire knowledge. Later, he conducted a study 
to identify cognitive strategies in second language learning and introduced the 
distinction between direct and indirect language learning strategies. 
     From the explanation above, the researcher concluded that strategy as general 
is the implementation of a set of procedures or tactics for accomplishing something.  
b. Types of Strategy 
Ghaith & Rihan (2012) a strategy classification scheme that included six 
categories which can facilitate students in learning, those are: 
1. Memory strategies, help students remember and retrieve information through 
creating mental linkages, using images and sounds, and applying action. 
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2. Cognitive strategies, help students process and create new language through 
practice, analysis and reasoning, communication, and creating structure for 
input and output. 
3. Compensatory strategies, help students make up for gaps in their proficiency 
through guessing and overcoming limitations in speaking and writing. 
4. Metacognitive strategies, enable students to take control over their own learning 
by organizing, planning and evaluating their learning. 
5. Affective strategies, help students control their feelings of anxiety, attitudes and 
motivation. 
6. Social strategies, help students encourage interaction among students through 
cooperation, empathy and asking questions. 
c. Learning Strategy 
Yongqi (2003) explained when students approach a relatively challenge task, 
they will adopt certain strategies to solve the problem. This problem-solving process 
is constrained by the learning context where the problem is being tackled. The 
effectiveness of strategies that learners use is depended on themselves. 
Oxford in Ching & Shu (2007:240) has done study that concluded synthesized 
prior study results and came up with a language learning strategy system. Six 
categories, including memory strategies, cognitive strategies, compensation strategies, 
metacognitive strategies, affective strategies, and social strategies, were divided into 
two major types, direct and indirect. 
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Table 2.1: Oxford‟s Language Learning Strategy System 
    Type Primary Strategy Secondary Strategy 
 
 
 
    
  Direct  
strategies 
1. Memory strategies A. Creating mental linkages 
B. Applying images and sounds 
C. Reviewing well 
D. Employing action 
2. Cognitive strategies  A. Practicing 
B. Receiving  
B. Receiving and sending messages 
C. Analyzing and reasoning 
D. Creating structure for input and  
Output 
3. Compensation 
strategies  
 
A. Guessing intelligently 
B. Overcoming limitations in  
speaking and writing 
 
  
      Indirect 
Strategies 
1.Metacognitive 
strategies  
A. Centering your learning 
B. Arranging and planning your learning 
C. Evaluating your learning 
2. Affective strategies A. Lowering your anxiety 
B. Encouraging yourself 
C. Taking your emotional 
Temperature 
3. Social strategies A. Asking questions 
B. Cooperating with others 
C. Empathizing with others 
Oxford‟s research result in Ching & Shu (2007:240) 
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Then Oxford (2003) defined learning strategies as an action, behavior, steps or 
technique such as seeking out conversation partner or giving one-self encouragement 
to tackle a difficult language task which used by students to enhance their own 
learning. When the students consciously choose strategies that fit to their learning 
style and the task at hand, then strategies become useful toolkit for active, conscious 
and purposeful self-regulation of learning.  
Selinker in Takac (2008:31) defined “learning strategies as cognitive activities 
at the conscious or unconscious level that involve the processing of the second 
language data in the attempt to express meaning.” 
Other definition from Griffiths (2008) were define learning strategy as specific 
action who taken by the learners to make them easier, faster, more self-directed, more 
effective and more transferable in achieve their goals.  
Moreover, Chamot (2004) stated learning strategy are the result of thoughts 
consciously and an action which the learners take in order to achieve a learning goal. 
The strategy of the learners has created from their own thinking and learning 
approaches, a good understanding of what a task entails and the ability of arranging 
the strategy that best meet both the task demands and their own learning strengths. 
Relating to the definitions previous, it is known that strategy is really 
important for learning English. Therefore, the researcher suggests to the students to 
have a strategy which can be appropriate with their strength and can help students to 
decrease their weakness. 
15 
 
d. Learning Style  
Learning style as one of the way to decide the strategy that someone will use in 
learning English. Because of that, people has to identify their learning style to help 
them in decide the strategy.  
According to Clark (2011) one way to be truly successful in the classroom is to 
wrap your head around the three different learning style VAK (visual, auditory, and 
kinesthetic) model. “If you know how you learn best, you can use specific learning 
methods to retain what you learn in class.” Different learning styles require varied 
methods to keep you motivated and successful in the classroom.  
The VAK leaning style uses the three main sensory receivers: visual, auditory 
and kinesthetic to determine the dominant learning style. VAK is derived from the 
accelerated learning world and seems to be about the most popular model now days 
due to its simplicity.  
This dominant style defines the best way for a person to learn new information 
by filtering what is to be learned. This style may not always to be same for some 
tasks. The students may prefer one style of learning for one task and a combination of 
others for a different task. According to the VAK theorists, people need to present 
information using all three styles. This allows all students the opportunity to become 
involved, no matter what their preferred style may be. 
Constantinidou & Baker (2002) found that visual presentation through the use 
of pictures was advantageous for all adults, irrespective of a high or low learning 
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style preference for visual images. Indeed, it was especially advantageous for those 
with strong preference for verbal processing. 
2. Vocabulary 
a. Definition of Vocabulary 
Cambrigde Dictionary in Sari (2016) defined vocabulary as all the words used 
by a particular person, or all the words that exist in a particular language or subject. 
Vocabulary is core component of language proficiency and it provides much of the 
basis for how well learners speak, listen, read and write. 
Nilawati (2009) stated vocabulary is a central of language, without sufficient 
vocabulary, people cannot communicate effectively or express their opinions both 
oral and written form. 
Soedjito in Hasniyar (2015) stated vocabulary as: (1) all the words that is had 
by a speaker or a writer (2) the richness of words which is had by a speaker or a 
writer (3) word that is used in a subject education (4) list of words which is arranged 
like dictionary with a simple and practice explanation. 
According to Brown (2004) vocabulary is the content and function words of 
language  which are learned through by them who becomes a part of the child‟s 
understanding, speaking, reading and writing. Vocabulary also is words having 
meaning hard to see, even though the individual produces it when communicating 
with the others. 
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In addition, Yusuf (2014) concluded vocabulary as a list or set of words for a 
particular language or a list or set of word that individual speaker of language might 
use, and it is a list or collection of words usually alphabetically arranged and 
explained or lexicon, stock of words use in language or by class, and individual. 
Relating to the definitions previous, the researcher means vocabulary as the 
basic item in a language. Learning English means learn all about language include the 
vocabulary. Therefore, more vocabulary that people have, they will make English 
proficiency growing faster. Surely mastering the basic item of the language it can be 
influence the students‟ ability in mastering toward the language.  
b. Types of Vocabulary 
Harmer in Syahfriati (2012) divided vocabulary into two types: 
1. Active vocabulary, it refers to words which students have learned. The words are 
expected to be able to use by the students. 
2. Passive vocabulary, it refers to words which students will recognize when they 
met the words, but it will probably not be able to produce. 
Suryaningsih (2005) divided vocabulary into four types, those are: 
1. Oral vocabulary, it consists of words which are actively used in speech. The 
significant of character of oral vocabulary is actively used by the speaker and in 
unrehearsed situation. 
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2. Writing vocabulary, it consists of words which are actively used in writing since 
it is not under constrain of time. It is substantially under range than the 
vocabulary of unrehearsed. 
3. Listening vocabulary, it consists of word‟s collections which are expected to 
mean and understand when people hear it. 
4. Reading vocabulary, it is the words which the people can recognize when they 
find it in written material. 
c. Vocabulary Division  
Vocabulary is language substance which has to be mastered by the foreign 
learners to be able to get communication proficiency with that language. But in 
learning language is not identical with learning vocabulary. It means having language 
proficiency through only memorizing vocabulary is not enough.  
According to Slavin (2008) the foreign language learners cannot know the 
recognize language through dictionary. He stated every word has a meaning. With 
understanding meaning and use of words, not only communication but also the other 
proficiencies will be easier to be learned. Word meaning can be distinguished by two 
divided, denotative meaning and connotative meaning. (1) Denotative meaning is a 
real meaning which can find in dictionary. (2) Connotative meaning is an adding 
meaning which included an impression or specific nuance as an effect of the user of 
that language.  
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In function side, word is divided by two, first is words with dictionary meaning 
like: home, pen, car and second is words which support a function like: (a, their, his, 
the) and other of kind. 
d. Vocabulary Item 
Ur in Syahfriati (2012) indicated items which are required to learn by the 
learners as follows: 
1. Form 
It refers to pronunciation and spelling. (1) Pronunciation is required to learn 
because English vocabulary has inequality between written and oral words. It is what 
a word sounds like. (2) Spelling is arranged of alphabets and syllabuses which create 
words. It is used to read the alphabet one by one or it is what looks like. These are 
fairly obvious characteristics and these will perceived by the learners when 
encountering the item for the first time. 
2. Grammar 
It refers to structural of sentence. It is covered by general grammatical rules. 
Grammar is required to learn because in arranging words to be sentence in English is 
always based on grammar. An item may have unpredictable change of form in certain 
grammatical contexts or may have some oddity way of connecting with other words 
in sentence. 
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3. Collocation 
It refers to pair of words. Collocation is required to learn because it is 
concerned about how the way of words occur together.  
4. Meaning Relationship 
It refers to mean of a sentence exactly. It is required to learn because 
sometimes there will be differences between translate a sentence all at once and 
translate words of a sentence one by one. It is a result of meaning relationship.  
There are various such relationships, namely: 
- Synonyms, items which have same or nearly same meaning 
- Antonyms, items which have opposite meaning  
- Hyponyms, items which serve as specific examples of a general concepts 
- Co-hyponyms or Co-ordinates, other items which have same kind of thing 
- Super-ordinates, items which is specific covered by general concept  
- Translation, words or expression in the learners‟ mother tongue that are 
equivalent in meaning to the item being taught 
e. Vocabulary Principle 
Vocabulary is the basic in learning foreign language because language 
authentic is words collection. Sanjaya (2010) stated about the basics in learning 
vocabulary are: 
1. Economical foundation, vocabulary has to be used appropriate with students‟ 
ability that is only required words. 
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2. Contextual foundation, vocabulary has to be conveyed in context (put in the 
sentence) which is explained through action or teaching media before. 
3. Selection and gradation foundation, vocabulary has to be selected based the 
priority scale and be arranged from the easier to the harder. 
In addition, Taringan in Hasniyar (2015) wrote the principles in teaching 
vocabulary, they are: 
1. Giving chance to students to understand the meaning of vocabulary before 
practice in oral or written test. 
2. Choosing around 3000 general words which are needed by students. 
3. Giving chance to students to study about vocabulary focus and truly. 
4. Giving chance to students to elaborate the vocabulary 
5. Giving change to students to apply the using of vocabulary that they have 
known. 
6. Giving practice to students to guess the meaning of word based the context. 
7. Practicing the using of dictionary effectively and efficiently. 
f. Vocabulary Assessment 
According to Puspita (2016) assessing students‟ vocabulary is important to be 
carried out to measure the students‟ comprehension of words used in speaking or 
writing. Vocabulary assessment can be carried out through oral or writing skills. 
There are several techniques to assess vocabulary: multiple choice, re-arrange, 
matching, cloze technique, etc.  
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g. Vocabulary Mastery  
According to Harmer in Silberman (2006) one of problems in learning 
vocabulary is choosing the right vocabulary to be learned in specific level and 
specific students. Therefore, the most important is how to identify vocabulary which 
appropriate with students‟ need and proficiency. 
Yusuf (2014) though people who learn English have to mastery their 
vocabulary because vocabulary is basic and support the learner in mastering English 
became well. That‟s why the less of vocabulary must improve it because it‟s one of 
important thing of knowledge to the students who want to master English language.  
Based on the definitions before, the researcher can say that to improve English 
proficiency faster, students have to mastery their vocabulary. Then without mastering 
vocabulary, the students will get complicate in mastering the other skills. 
h. Vocabulary Mastery Levels 
Rita and Chapman in Syahfriati (2012) separated vocabulary mastery into 
three levels, those are: 
1. Beginning mastery level. 
This is the basic level in vocabulary mastery. This level made learners have 
nothing or just little prior experience with the content words. The learners are still 
difficult to understand English words. An example of this case is: 
„He lives in an expensive house‟ 
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The learners who there in this level might think that live is life because both of 
them are almost same. 
2. Approaching mastery level. 
This is the medium level in vocabulary mastery. Learners have some ideas 
about words, they can recognize the word but they cannot recall the meaning. As an 
example, the researcher writes two sentences in order to find out the students‟ 
mistake. The sentence as follows: 
„Indah‟s bag contain books and her phone‟ 
„Classes in school contain desks, chairs and whiteboard‟ 
This level is students can mention that use in the first sentence is wrong. It 
should be added s while use in the second sentence does not have any mistake. 
However, the students cannot understand the meaning of use. The meaning of the 
word should be clear to students who have already learned the other words in the 
example sentence. 
3. High level of mastery 
This is the highest level in vocabulary mastery. Students have known the 
words‟ meaning and have used it appropriately in their communication and other 
proficiency. For example, the students are assigned for making good sentence that 
consist of assess and assessment.  
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Students who have been in this level, can distinguish that assess is verb and 
assessment is noun. As a result, they have been able to make sentences like the 
following: 
„The teachers assess their students wisely‟ 
„The assessment is about students‟ understanding and students‟ attitude‟ 
They also can translate and understand the meaning of those sentences. 
i. Hard Memorize Vocabulary 
Basri (2014) explained that English vocabulary has different form and 
characteristic with our native language. It is hard to be learned because there are 
differences between the spelling (orthography) and the pronunciation. This caused 
hardness in writing and spelling it well. Sometimes, students cannot understand what 
is teacher said orally because they do not know the spelling, like sea and see. Both of 
the words‟ pronunciation is same, using the same articulation but has different 
meaning. This difference makes students hard to know the sound and the spell. 
1. Productive Vocabulary 
Most of the students do not realize that vocabulary is separated to 
receptive/passive vocabulary and productive/active vocabulary. What do they 
understand as English vocabulary is only all of the vocabulary in English language.  
2. Vocabulary in Idiom, slang, Phrasal Verb and Colloquial forms 
Idiom, slang, phrasal verb and colloquial is un-singular vocabulary forms. 
Those vocabulary are at least included by two words.  
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHOD 
This chapter is the important explanation about how this research conducted. 
This explanation have to make the reader can imagine how this research are. This 
chapter is included of research method, research subject, research instrument, data 
collection procedure and data analysis technique. 
A. Research Method 
In achieve the goal which the researcher hopes in this research, the researcher 
used Survey Method. Through this method the researcher became easier to identify 
what is the most popular strategy that students usually do to mastering their 
vocabulary.  
Survey is used not only in academic purpose but also in other wide. In this 
research, the researcher wants to get information about the most popular strategy to 
mastering vocabulary from students in the same grade. That is why the researcher 
should be use a survey method.  
According to Lawrence in Sugiyono (2013) “survey is quantitative research 
that can be descriptive, comparative, associative, and any else. In the way, the 
researcher asks many people who called as respondent about their belief, opinion, 
characteristic, and the past or present behavior.”   
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For make the researcher easier to identify the information, the researcher will 
use a survey with descriptive quantitative because it will show the information more 
objective and easier to understand from reader because the result is using numeral 
data. 
For supporting this opinion, Sugiyono (2015) stated quantitative method is 
known as scientific method because it has filled by scientific like concrete, objective, 
measurable, rational, and systematic. The data information from this method is 
numerals and the analysis use statistic.  
B. Research Subject 
The researcher did the research in State Islamic University of Alauddin 
Makassar. Students that the researcher chose as her respondents in this survey 
research were the students at second semester of English Education Department of 
Tarbiyah and Teaching Science Faculty.  
The researcher thought students at the second semester had a lecture about 
vocabulary itself that called Vocabulary II. They have learned vocabulary in first 
semester too. They should have had a prior knowledge about how to be easier in 
collecting vocabulary. They also have found many vocabulary since study English 
and they probably have had more collection of vocabulary than under grade of them. 
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C. Research Instruments 
For getting data, this research got data through one instrument that was 
questionnaire. Questionnaire is written test type. The written test were taken by all 
students in second semester and they answered it in the paper.   
Questionnaire is purpose to give data information from amount students in 
brief time. Students will be given a same question that relation with this research in 
the paper and they have to answer it based on their daily facts. 
1. Preparation  
The questionnaire for this survey is based on Schmitt‟s taxonomy in Kamol 
(2008) for vocabulary learning strategies since it is one of the most comprehensive 
lists of strategies available and it matched with the researcher‟s research goal. 
However, that lists were modified by the researcher in order to suit the learners‟ grade 
and competence level. 
2. Detail of the Questionnaire 
There were respondents‟ personal information that designed in order to collect 
information concerning their general information in the questionnaire.  
Then, there were the lists of questions about students‟ strategy to master 
vocabulary. The questions were about the frequency of the using of students‟ 
strategies in vocabulary mastery. The following scales are used to indicate the 
frequency of the usage of each strategy:  
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Table 3.1: Grade Criteria in using definite strategy 
Score Criteria 
1 Students never try the strategy in mastering vocabulary 
2 Students seldom use the strategy in mastering vocabulary  
3 
Students sometimes use the strategy in mastering 
vocabulary  
4 Students often use the strategy in mastering vocabulary 
5 Students always use the strategy in mastering vocabulary  
 (Adapted from Kamol : 2008) 
D. Data Collection Procedure 
To gathering the real information from subject that called respondents, the 
researcher did the research which following steps are: 
1. The researcher made appointment with the leader of the two classes of 
students second semester of English Education Department of Tarbiyah and 
Teaching Science Faculty of Alauddin State Islamic University 
2. After all of the subjects have lined up in the place agreeably, the researcher 
introduced herself and convey her thankful to the respondents. 
3. The researcher explained her aims to give questionnaire and how to answer 
the questionnaire to students. 
4. The researcher gave the paper with consists by 30 questions. 
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5. After 15 minutes, the researcher collected the questionnaire. 
6. The researcher said her thankfully to all the respondents who have helped her 
in collecting data. 
E. Data Analysis Technique 
After collecting the data, since the researcher used quantitative descriptive in 
this research so for identify the most strategy that use by students, the researcher 
analyzed the collecting data through Percentage Statistical.  
According to Xen (2011) the percentage is used to determine the quantitative 
relation to the whole response. The process of gathering the percentage is dividing the 
frequency (sum of responses) by the total number of responses.  
To calculate the percentage of total number of students, the formula is: 
 
 
 
 Where : 
P : percentage 
f : frequency  
n : total number of respondents 
 
 
 
P = ( x 
100 
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
This chapter explained about the result of this research. This chapter is 
divided by findings and discussion which relate each other. In findings part 
mentioned the questionnaire calculated result and discussion part mentioned the 
explanation more about result briefly. 
A. Findings 
1. Finding about the strategies that is used by students 
As stated earlier, the samples are the students of UIN Alauddin Makassar 
majoring English Education Department in the second semester and 65 students were 
selected to fulfill the questionnaire. The questionnaire was adapted based on Abrami 
& Aslan (2007) where the researcher changed the proposed strategies in order to 
make it suitable for the current research.  
This result is comparing between respondents‟ chose criteria always (number 
1) with criteria often (number 2) and criteria seldom (number 4) with criteria never 
(number 5) where the result is more dominant if criteria always and often is bigger 
than criteria seldom and never, while the result is less dominant if criteria always and 
often is smaller than criteria seldom and never. 
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Table 4.1: The total of respondents‟ choice statement 1 
No Strategy Criteria Respondents Percentage 
1 I watch movie with English subtitle 5 7 11% 
4 24 37% 
3 25 38% 
2 9 14% 
1 - - 
Total 65 100% 
 
Statement 1: I watch movie in English subtitle 
This statement was chose in order to identify how many students using this strategy 
and how often them use it. From 65 respondents, 7 (11%) respondents always use, 24 
(37%) respondents often use, 25 (38%) respondents sometimes  use, 9 (14%) 
respondents seldom use, and no respondent never use this strategy while learning 
English. It means that, this strategy is more dominant than other strategy  
Table 4.2: The total of respondents‟ choice statement 2 
No Strategy Criteria Respondents Percentage 
2 I listen English song 5 29 45% 
4 24 37% 
3 9 14% 
2 2 3% 
1 1 1% 
Total 65 100% 
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Statement 2: I listen English song 
This statement was chose in order to identify how many students using this strategy 
and how often them use it. From 65 respondents, 29 (45%) respondents always use, 
24 (37%) respondents often use, 9 (14%) respondents sometimes  use, 2 (3%) 
respondents seldom use, and 1 (1%) respondent never use this strategy while learning 
English. It means that, this strategy is the most dominant strategy from all of the 
strategy. 
Table 4.3: The total of respondents‟ choice statement 3 
No Strategy Criteria Respondents Percentage 
3 I sing English song loudly 5 12 18% 
4 18 28% 
3 23 36% 
2 11 17% 
1 1 1% 
Total 65 100% 
 
Statement 3: I sing English song loudly 
This statement was chose in order to identify how many students using this strategy 
and how often them use it. From 65 respondents, 12 (18%) respondents always use, 
18 (28%) respondents often use, 23 (36%) respondents sometimes  use, 11 (17%) 
respondents seldom use, and 1 (1%) respondent never use this strategy while learning 
English. It means that, this strategy is more dominant than other strategy. 
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Table 4.4: The total of respondents‟ choice statement 4 
No Strategy Criteria Respondents Percentage 
4 I write an unknown word that I 
found in movie and song 
5 5 8% 
4 12 18% 
3 31 48% 
2 12 18% 
1 5 8% 
Total 65 100% 
 
Statement 4: I write an unknown word that I found in movie and song 
This statement was chose in order to identify how many students using this strategy 
and how often them use it. From 65 respondents, 5 (8%) respondents always use, 12 
(18%) respondents often use, 31 (48%) respondents sometimes  use, 12 (18%) 
respondents seldom use, and 5 (8%) respondents never use this strategy while 
learning English. It means that, this strategy is in the constant level. 
Table 4.5: The total of respondents‟ choice statement 5 
No Strategy Criteria Respondents Percentage 
5 I open dictionary when searching an 
English word 
5 22 34% 
4 27 41% 
3 13 20% 
2 3 5% 
1 - - 
Total 65 100% 
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Statement 5: I open dictionary when searching an English word 
This statement was chose in order to identify how many students using this strategy 
and how often them use it. From 65 respondents, 22 (34%) respondents always use, 
27 (41%) respondents often use, 13 (20%) respondents sometimes  use, 3 or 5% 
respondents seldom use, and no respondent never use this strategy while learning 
English. It means that, this strategy is more dominant than other strategy. 
Table 4.6: The total of respondents‟ choice statement 6 
No Strategy Criteria Respondents Percentage 
6 I memorize a new English word 
everyday 
5 1 1% 
4 14 22% 
3 33 51% 
2 16 25% 
1 1 1% 
Total 65 100% 
 
Statement 6: I memorize a new English word everyday 
This statement was chose in order to identify how many students using this strategy 
and how often them use it. From 65 respondents, 1 (1%) respondent always use, 14 
(22%) respondents often use, 33 (51%) respondents sometimes  use, 16 (25%) 
respondents seldom use, and 1 (1%) respondent never use this strategy while learning 
English. It means that, this strategy is less dominant than other strategy. 
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Table 4.7: The total of respondents‟ choice statement 7 
No Strategy Criteria Respondents Percentage 
7 I repeat the dialogue from movie 
that I have watched 
5 9 14% 
4 20 31% 
3 22 34% 
2 13 20% 
1 1 1% 
Total 65 100% 
 
Statement 7: I repeat the dialogue from movie that I have watched 
This statement was chose in order to identify how many students using this strategy 
and how often them use it. From 65 respondents, 9 (14%) respondents always use, 20 
(31%) respondents often use, 22 (34%) respondents sometimes  use, 13 (20%) 
respondents seldom use, and 1 (1%) respondent never use this strategy while learning 
English. It means that, this strategy is more dominant than other strategy. 
Table 4.8: The total of respondents‟ choice statement 8 
No Strategy Criteria Respondents Percentage 
8 I make word list 5 6 9% 
4 13 20% 
3 34 52% 
2 10 16% 
1 2 3% 
Total 65 100% 
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Statement 8: I make word list 
This statement was chose in order to identify how many students using this strategy 
and how often them use it. From 65 respondents, 6 (9%) respondents always use, 13 
(20%) respondents often use, 34 (52%) respondents sometimes  use, 10 (16%) 
respondents seldom use, and 2 (3%) respondents never use this strategy while 
learning English. It means that, this strategy is more dominant than other strategy. 
Table 4.9: The total of respondents‟ choice statement 9 
No Strategy Criteria Respondents Percentage 
9 I join with English community 5 15 24% 
4 17 26% 
3 17 26% 
2 8 12% 
1 8 12% 
Total 65 100% 
 
Statement 9: I join with English community 
This statement was chose in order to identify how many students using this strategy 
and how often them use it. From 65 respondents, 15 (24%) respondents always use, 
17 (26%) respondents often use, 17 (26%) respondents sometimes  use, 8 (12%) 
respondents seldom use, and 8 (12%) respondents never use this strategy while 
learning English. It means that, this strategy is more dominant than other strategy. 
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Table 4.10: The total of respondents‟ choice statement 10 
No Strategy Criteria Respondents Percentage 
10 I practice to speak with native 
speaker 
5 2 3% 
4 5 8% 
3 25 38% 
2 17 26% 
1 16 25% 
Total 65 100% 
 
Statement 10: I practice to speak with native speaker 
This statement was chose in order to identify how many students using this strategy 
and how often them use it. From 65 respondents, 2 (3%) respondents always use, 5 
(8%) respondents often use, 25 (38%) respondents sometimes  use, 17 (26%) 
respondents seldom use, and 16 (25%) respondents never use this strategy while 
learning English. It means that, this strategy is less dominant than other strategy. 
Table 4.11: The total of respondents‟ choice statement 11 
No Strategy Criteria Respondents Percentage 
11 I write English states in my social 
media 
5 18 28% 
4 14 22% 
3 25 38% 
2 7 11% 
1 1 1% 
Total 65 100% 
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Statement 11: I write English states in my social media 
This statement was chose in order to identify how many students using this strategy 
and how often them use it. From 65 respondents, 18 (28%) respondents always use, 
14 (22%) respondents often use, 25 (38%) respondents sometimes  use, 7 (11%) 
respondents seldom use, and 1 (1%) respondent never use this strategy while learning 
English. It means that, this strategy is more dominant than other strategy. 
Table 4.12: The total of respondents‟ choice statement 12 
No Strategy Criteria Respondents Percentage 
12 I read a story of English book 5 1 1% 
4 15 24% 
3 28 43% 
2 17 26% 
1 4 6% 
Total 65 100% 
 
Statement 12: I read a story of English book 
This statement was chose in order to identify how many students using this strategy 
and how often them use it. From 65 respondents, 1 (1%) respondent always use, 15 
(24%) respondents often use, 28 (43%) respondents sometimes  use, 17 (26%) 
respondents seldom use, and 4 (6%) respondents never use this strategy while 
learning English. It means that, this strategy is less dominant than other strategy. 
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Table 4.13: The total of respondents‟ choice statement 13 
No Strategy Criteria Respondents Percentage 
13 I guess the meaning from textual 
context 
5 11 17% 
4 23 35% 
3 22 34% 
2 9 14% 
1 - - 
Total 65 100% 
 
Statement 13: I guess the meaning from textual context 
This statement was chose in order to identify how many students using this strategy 
and how often them use it. From 65 respondents, 11 (17%) respondents always use, 
23 (35%) respondents often use, 22 (34%) respondents sometimes  use, 9 (14%) 
respondents seldom use, and no respondent never use this strategy while learning 
English. It means that, this strategy is more dominant than other strategy. 
Table 4.14: The total of respondents‟ choice statement 14 
No Strategy Criteria Respondents Percentage 
14 I analyze an available picture or 
gesture 
5 9 14% 
4 19 29% 
3 28 43% 
2 7 11% 
1 2 3% 
Total 65 100% 
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Statement 14: I analyze an available picture or gesture 
This statement was chose in order to identify how many students using this strategy 
and how often them use it. From 65 respondents, 9 (14%) respondents always use, 19 
(29%) respondents often use, 28 (43%) respondents sometimes  use, 7 (11%) 
respondents seldom use, and 2 (3%) respondents never use this strategy while 
learning English. It means that, this strategy is more dominant than other strategy. 
Table 4.15: The total of respondents‟ choice statement 15 
No Strategy Criteria Respondents Percentage 
15 I analyze the part of speech of 
sentence 
5 10 16% 
4 21 32% 
3 27 42% 
2 6 9% 
1 1 1% 
Total 65 100% 
 
Statement 15: I analyze the part of speech of sentence 
This statement was chose in order to identify how many students using this strategy 
and how often them use it. From 65 respondents, 10 (16%) respondents always use, 
21 (32%) respondents often use, 27 (42%) respondents sometimes  use, 6 (9%) 
respondents seldom use, and 1 (1%) respondent never use this strategy while learning 
English. It means that, this strategy is more dominant than other strategy. 
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Table 4.16: The total of respondents‟ choice statement 16 
No Strategy Criteria Respondents Percentage 
16 I analyze the affixes and the roots of 
sentence 
5 3 5% 
4 7 11% 
3 33 50% 
2 19 29% 
1 3 5% 
Total 65 100% 
 
Statement 16: I analyze the affixes and the roots of sentence 
This statement was chose in order to identify how many students using this strategy 
and how often them use it. From 65 respondents, 3 (5%) respondents always use, 7 
(11%) respondents often use, 33 (50%) respondents sometimes  use, 19 (29%) 
respondents seldom use, and 3 (5%) respondents never use this strategy while 
learning English. It means that, this strategy is less dominant than other strategy. 
Table 4.17: The total of respondents‟ choice statement 17 
No Strategy Criteria Respondents Percentage 
17 I write synonym or antonym of word 5 1 1% 
4 5 8% 
3 25 38% 
2 27 42% 
1 7 11% 
Total 65 100% 
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Statement 17: I write synonym or antonym of word 
This statement was chose in order to identify how many students using this strategy 
and how often them use it. From 65 respondents, 1 (1%) respondents always use, 5 
(8%) respondents often use, 25 (38%) respondents sometimes  use, 27 (42%) 
respondents seldom use, and 7 (11%) respondents never use this strategy while 
learning English. It means that, this strategy is less dominant than other strategy. 
Table 4.18: The total of respondents‟ choice statement 18 
No Strategy Criteria Respondents Percentage 
18 I ask someone about the meaning of 
new word 
5 25 38% 
4 22 34% 
3 14 22% 
2 3 5% 
1 1 1% 
Total 65 100% 
 
Statement 18: I ask someone about the meaning of new word 
This statement was chose in order to identify how many students using this strategy 
and how often them use it. From 65 respondents, 25 (38%) respondents always use, 
22 (34%) respondents often use, 14 (22%) respondents sometimes  use, 3 (5% ) 
respondents seldom use, and only 1 (1%) respondent never use this strategy while 
learning English. It means that, this strategy is more dominant than other strategy. 
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Table 4.19: The total of respondents‟ choice statement 19 
No Strategy Criteria Respondents Percentage 
19 I use new word in making sentence 5 4 6% 
4 26 40% 
3 25 38% 
2 7 11% 
1 3 5% 
Total 65 100% 
 
Statement 19: I use new word in making sentence 
This statement was chose in order to identify how many students using this strategy 
and how often them use it. From 65 respondents, 4 (6%) respondents always use, 26 
(40%) respondents often use, 25 (38%) respondents sometimes  use, 7 (11%) 
respondents seldom use, and 3 (5%) respondents never use this strategy while 
learning English. It means that, this strategy is more dominant than other strategy. 
Table 4.20: The total of respondents‟ choice statement 20 
No Strategy Criteria Respondents Percentage 
20 I guess the meaning of new word 
through feeling 
5 7 11% 
4 17 26% 
3 28 43% 
2 12 19% 
1 1 1% 
Total 65 100% 
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Statement 20: I guess the meaning of new word through feeling 
This statement was chose in order to identify how many students using this strategy 
and how often them use it. From 65 respondents, 7 (11%) respondents always use, 17 
(26%) respondents often use, 28 (43%) respondents sometimes  use, 12 (19%) 
respondents seldom use, and only 1 (1%) respondent never use this strategy while 
learning English. It means that, this strategy is more dominant than other strategy. 
Table 4.21: The total of respondents‟ choice statement 21 
No Strategy Criteria Respondents Percentage 
21 I do chatting with native speaker 5 1 1% 
4 9 13% 
3 10 16% 
2 31 48% 
1 14 22% 
Total 65 100% 
 
Statement 21: I do chatting with native speaker 
This statement was chose in order to identify how many students using this strategy 
and how often them use it. From 65 respondents, only 1 (1%) respondent always use, 
9 (13%) respondents often use, 10 (16%) respondents sometimes  use, 31 (48%) 
respondents seldom use, and 14 (22%) respondents never use this strategy while 
learning English. It means that, this strategy is less dominant than other strategy. 
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Table 4.22: The total of respondents‟ choice statement 22 
No Strategy Criteria Respondents Percentage 
22 I give comment in my friends‟ 
account in English 
5 3 5% 
4 15 23% 
3 28 43% 
2 15 23% 
1 4 6% 
Total 65 100% 
 
Statement 22: I give comment in my friends’ account in English 
This statement was chose in order to identify how many students using this strategy 
and how often them use it. From 65 respondents, 3 (5%) respondents always use, 15 
(23%) respondents often use, 28 (43%) respondents sometimes  use, 15 (23%) 
respondents seldom use, and 4 (6%) respondents never use this strategy while 
learning English. It means that, this strategy is less dominant than other strategy. 
Table 4.23: The total of respondents‟ choice statement 23 
No Strategy Criteria Respondents Percentage 
23 I repeat what my teacher said loudly 5 5 8% 
4 19 29% 
3 31 48% 
2 9 14% 
1 1 1% 
Total 65 100% 
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Statement 23: I repeat what my teacher said loudly 
This statement was chose in order to identify how many students using this strategy 
and how often them use it. From 65 respondents, 5 (8%) respondents always use, 19 
(29%) respondents often use, 31 (48%) respondents sometimes  use, 9 (14%) 
respondents seldom use, and 1 (1%) respondent never use this strategy while learning 
English. It means that, this strategy is more dominant than other strategy. 
Table 4.24: The total of respondents‟ choice statement 24 
No Strategy Criteria Respondents Percentage 
24 I mention a word and spell it 5 5 8% 
4 26 40% 
3 25 38% 
2 9 14% 
1 - - 
Total 65 100% 
 
Statement 24: I mention a word and spell it 
This statement was chose in order to identify how many students using this strategy 
and how often them use it. From 65 respondents, 5 (8%) respondents always use, 26 
(40%) respondents often use, 25 (38%) respondents sometimes  use, 9 (14%) 
respondents seldom use, and no respondent never use this strategy while learning 
English. It means that, this strategy is more dominant than other strategy. 
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Table 4.25: The total of respondents‟ choice statement 25 
No Strategy Criteria Respondents Percentage 
25 I write my experience in English 5 8 12% 
4 18 28% 
3 24 37% 
2 13 20% 
1 2 3% 
Total 65 100% 
 
Statement 25: I write my experience in English 
This statement was chose in order to identify how many students using this strategy 
and how often them use it. From 65 respondents, 8 (12%) respondents always use, 18 
(28%) respondents often use, 24 (37%) respondents sometimes  use, 13 (20%) 
respondents seldom use, and 2 (3%) respondents never use this strategy while 
learning English. It means that, this strategy is more dominant than other strategy. 
Table 4.26: The total of respondents‟ choice statement 26 
No Strategy Criteria Respondents Percentage 
26 I try to find the meaning of idiom 5 9 14% 
4 11 17% 
3 22 33% 
2 16 25% 
1 7 11% 
Total 65 100% 
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Statement 26: I try to find the meaning of idiom 
This statement was chose in order to identify how many students using this strategy 
and how often them use it. From 65 respondents, 9 (14%) respondents always use, 11 
(17%) respondents often use, 22 (33%) respondents sometimes  use, 16 (25%) 
respondents seldom use, and 7 (11%) respondents never use this strategy while 
learning English. It means that, this strategy is less dominant than other strategy. 
Table 4.27: The total of respondents‟ choice statement 27 
No Strategy Criteria Respondents Percentage 
27 I make my creation in English 5 2 3% 
4 14 22% 
3 26 40% 
2 17 26% 
1 6 9% 
Total 65 100% 
 
Statement 27: I make my creation in English 
This statement was chose in order to identify how many students using this strategy 
and how often them use it. From 65 respondents, 2 (3%) respondents always use, 14 
(22%) respondents often use, 26 (40%) respondents sometimes  use, 17 (26%) 
respondents seldom use, and 6 (9%) respondents never use this strategy while 
learning English. It means that, this strategy is less dominant than other strategy. 
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Table 4.28: The total of respondents‟ choice statement 28 
No Strategy Criteria Respondents Percentage 
28 I rewrite uncommon word 5 6 9% 
4 21 32% 
3 17 26% 
2 18 28% 
1 3 5% 
Total 65 100% 
 
Statement 28: I rewrite uncommon word 
This statement was chose in order to identify how many students using this strategy 
and how often them use it. From 65 respondents, 6 (9%) respondents always use, 21 
(32%) respondents often use, 17 (26%) respondents sometimes  use, 18 (28%) 
respondents seldom use, and 3 (5%) respondents never use this strategy while 
learning English. It means that, this strategy is more dominant than other strategy. 
Table 4.29: The total of respondents‟ choice statement 29 
No Strategy Criteria Respondents Percentage 
29 I keep my vocabulary notebook 5 17 26% 
4 23 35% 
3 15 24% 
2 9 14% 
1 1 1% 
Total 65 100% 
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Statement 29: I keep my vocabulary notebook 
This statement was chose in order to identify how many students using this strategy 
and how often them use it. From 65 respondents, 17 (26%) respondents always use, 
23 (35%) respondents often use, 15 (23%) respondents sometimes  use, 9 (14%) 
respondents seldom use, and 1 (1%) respondent never use this strategy while learning 
English. It means that, this strategy is more dominant than other strategy. 
Table 4.30: The total of respondents‟ choice statement 30 
No Strategy Criteria Respondents Percentage 
30 I continue to study over time 5 11 17% 
4 13 20% 
3 30 46% 
2 8 12% 
1 3 5% 
Total 65 100% 
 
Statement 30: I continue to study over time 
This statement was chose in order to identify how many students using this strategy 
and how often them use it. From 65 respondents, 11 (17%) respondents always use, 
13 (20%) respondents often use, 30 (46%) respondents sometimes  use, 8 (12%) 
respondents seldom use, and 3 (5%) respondents never use this strategy while 
learning English. It means that, this strategy is more dominant than other strategy. 
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2. Finding about the most used strategy by students 
The result of percentage show the using of strategy. 
The criteria of the used strategy: 
- Always (5): The mostly chose strategy for this criteria is listening English song 
with amount as 29 respondents (45%) 
- Often (4): The mostly chose strategy for this criteria is open dictionary when 
searching an English word with amount as 27 respondents (42%) 
- Sometimes (3): The mostly chose strategy for this criteria is make word list with 
amount as 34 respondents (52%)  
- Seldom (2): The mostly chose strategy for this criteria is write synonym or 
antonym of word with amount as 27 respondents (42%) 
- Never (1): The mostly chose strategy for this criteria is practice to speak with 
native speaker with amount as 15 respondents (23%) 
 
B.  Discussion 
Whilst this data is based on a small respondents, there are some interesting 
findings worthy of further investigation in larger studies. While the survey was 
ongoing, some of them asked about what the researcher means of some strategy. Then, 
the researcher explain briefly about it. Some of respondents chose number 3 
(sometimes) for filling the questionnaire. 
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The results of the questionnaire reflect that 65 students majoring English 
Education Department in the second semester who study English in the class showed 
the students is usually using strategy. Most of them have known what their favorite 
strategy to learn English. 
All of the strategies that students usually use to mastery their vocabulary are 
watch movie with English subtitle, listen English song, sing English song loudly, 
write an unknown word that they found in movie and song, open dictionary when 
searching an English song, memorize a new English word everyday, repeat the 
dialogue from movie that they have watch, make word list, join with English 
community, practice to speak with native speaker, write English state in social media, 
read a story of English book, guess the meaning from textual context, analyze an 
available picture or gesture, analyze the part of speech of sentence, analyze the 
affixes and roots of the sentence, write synonym and antonym of word, ask someone 
about the meaning of a new word, use a new word in making sentence, guess the 
meaning of word through feeling, do chatting with native speaker, give comment in 
their friends‟ account in English, repeat what they teacher said loudly, mention a 
word and spell it, write their experience in English, try to find the meaning of idiom, 
make their creation in English, rewrite uncommon word, keep their vocabulary 
notebook and continue to study overtime.  
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These strategies are the list of strategies that the researcher input in the 
questionnaire which used by students as respondents. All of the strategies is ever used 
by the respondents. The researcher only mention the strategies from her questionnaire, 
but still there are another strategies that the researcher did not input to the 
questionnaire that might be used too by students. 
The most used strategy by students is listening English song. Because this 
strategy is chosen by 49 students with 29 (45%) of them chose criteria number 5 
(always used) and 24 (37%) others chose criteria number 4 (often used). This is the 
most favorite strategy by 65 respondents. Listening an English song is not doing only 
by a student. Even for the common people like doing that. Listening a song can make 
people enjoy and reduce stressing. Sometimes, the aims of people listening an 
English song not to study but only to make comfort or some of them did it because 
they really love listening song. 
When students listening an English song, they will learn the vocabulary from 
the lyrics of the song unconsciously. They will be curious about the meaning of the 
song then they try to find the meaning for each words. Puspita (2016) stated based on 
her experiment research, it is found that there is a significant positive relationship 
between students‟ interest in listening to English songs and their vocabulary mastery 
at significant value.  
From 30 strategies that the researcher set in questionnaire, there are 5 
strategies as popular choice by the respondents. These strategies are ask someone 
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about the meaning of new word with 25 (38%) respondents, open dictionary when 
searching an English word with 22 (34%) respondents, write English states in social 
media with 18 (28%) respondents, keep vocabulary notebook with 17 (26%) 
respondents and join English community with 15 (24%) respondents. 
As the conclusion, the result of this research showed that in mastering 
English vocabulary is needed more than one strategy. Especially for students, they 
should be try many strategy to be used in their vocabulary daily learning. Trying 
many strategy will make students understand what the best strategy that can help 
them in learning process. This research is similarly has conclusion with Rahayu‟s 
research (2012), she explained that every students has different characteristic so they 
try some strategies in learning English Vocabulary to determine the best strategy 
which appropriate with their character. From her research result, she is found that 
students have varies of strategy in learning English vocabulary which appropriate 
with their character and interest, moreover strategies that is used by students can 
improve their fluency and mastery of English vocabulary. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSSION AND SUGESSTION 
This chapter consist of the conclusion by the researcher about the research 
which she has done and the suggestion for the teacher/lecture, the students and the 
next researcher. 
A. Conclussions 
1. Most of the strategies have been used by the respondents as showed the criteria 
which marked by them because the strategies that the researcher set in 
questionnaire are the common strategy in learning English vocabulary.  
2. The result of survey research showed listening English song as the most 
favorite strategy by the respondents. From 65 respondents, 29 (45%) 
respondents marked criteria always used for this strategy. Listening English 
song not only used in learning process but also can be used as a hobby by 
someone. 
B. Sugesstions 
1. For Teacher/Lecturer 
Listening an English song can be a learning model that the students likely 
most. The students will not be boring while studying with song. But the lecture or the 
teacher has to detect the meaning of the song before give it to students. Because a bad 
meaning of the lyrics could damage the students moral. Especially for the Islamic 
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system, the lecture or the teacher should give an English song with contains Islamic 
warning substance. 
2. For Students 
Students who have hobby listening a song will be better if try to listening 
English song as often as you have a spend time. Because it not only will mastery your 
vocabulary collection but also will make your pronunciation better. But students have 
try to understand the meaning of the song for avoiding the bad meaning of lyrics. 
3. For Further Researcher 
This research can be conducted again by including all students who are 
studying at UIN Alauddin Makassar majoring English Edutaion Department in 
Tarbiyah and Teaching Science Faculty. So that, the results will be more consistent 
and will be able to be generalized. Further research should also look at the other 
variables such as beliefs about language learning, their learning context. 
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A 
P 
E 
N 
D 
I 
X 
E 
S 
Questionnaire total result 
 
 
No To master my vocabulary 5 4 3 2 1 
1 I watch movie with English subtitle 7 24 25 9 - 
2 I listen English song 29 24 9 2 1 
3 I sing English song loudly 12 18 23 11 1 
4 
I write an unknown word that I found in movie and 
song 
5 12 31 12 5 
5 I open dictionary when searching an English word 22 27 13 3 - 
6 I memorize a new English word everyday 1 14 33 16 1 
7 
I repeat the dialogue from movie that I have 
watched 
9 20 22 13 1 
8 I make word list 6 13 34 10 2 
9 I join with English community 15 17 17 8 8 
10 I practice to speak with native speaker 2 5 25 17 16 
11 I write English states in my social media 18 14 25 7 1 
12 I read a story of English book 1 15 28 17 4 
13 I guess the meaning from textual context 11 23 22 9 - 
14 I analyze an available picture or gesture 9 19 28 7 2 
15 I analyze the part of speech of sentence 10 21 27 6 1 
16 I analyze the affixes and the roots of sentence 3 7 33 19 3 
17 I write synonym or antonym of word 1 5 25 27 7 
(5) Always (4) Often (3) Sometimes (2) Seldom (1) 
Never 
18 I ask someone about the meaning of new word 25 22 14 3 1 
19 I use new word in making sentence 4 26 25 7 3 
20 I guess the meaning of word through feeling 7 17 28 12 1 
21 I do chatting with native speaker 1 9 10 31 14 
22 I give comment in my friends’ account in English 3 15 28 15 4 
23 I repeat what my teacher said loudly 5 19 31 9 1 
24 I mention a word and spell it 5 26 25 9 - 
25 I write my experience in English 8 18 24 13 2 
26 I try to find the meaning of idiom 9 11 22 16 7 
27 I make my creation in English 2 14 26 17 6 
28 I rewrite uncommon word 6 21 17 18 3 
29 I keep my vocabulary notebook 17 23 15 9 1 
30 I continue to study word over time 11 13 30 8 3 
 
 
Questionnaire total result in percentage 
 
 
No To master my vocabulary 5 4 3 2 1 
1 I watch movie with English subtitle 11% 37% 38% 14% - 
2 I listen English song 45% 37% 14% 3% 1% 
3 I sing English song loudly 18% 28% 36% 17% 1% 
4 
I write an unknown word that I found in 
movie and song 
8% 18% 48% 18% 8% 
5 
I open dictionary when searching an 
English word 
34% 41% 20% 5% - 
6 I memorize a new English word everyday 1% 22% 51% 25% 1% 
7 
I repeat the dialogue from movie that I 
have watched 
14% 31% 34% 20% 1% 
8 I make word list 9% 20% 52% 16% 3% 
9 I join with English community 24% 26% 26% 12% 12% 
10 I practice to speak with native speaker 3% 8% 38% 26% 25% 
11 I write English states in my social media 28% 22% 38% 11% 1% 
12 I read a story of English book 1% 24% 43% 26% 6% 
13 I guess the meaning from textual context 17% 35% 34% 14% - 
14 I analyze an available picture or gesture 14% 29% 43% 11% 3% 
15 I analyze the part of speech of sentence 16% 32% 42% 9% 1% 
16 
I analyze the affixes and the roots of 
sentence 
5% 11% 50% 29% 5% 
(5) Always (4) Often (3) Sometimes (2) Seldom (1) 
Never 
17 I write synonym or antonym of word 1% 8% 38% 42% 11% 
18 
I ask someone about the meaning of new 
word 
38% 34% 22% 5% 1% 
19 I use new word in making sentence 6% 40% 38% 11% 5% 
20 
I guess the meaning of word through 
feeling 
11% 26% 43% 19% 1% 
21 I do chatting with native speaker 1% 13% 16% 48% 22% 
22 
I give comment in my friends’ account in 
English 
5% 23% 43% 23% 6% 
23 I repeat what my teacher said loudly 8% 29% 48% 14% 1% 
24 I mention a word and spell it 8% 40% 38% 14% - 
25 I write my experience in English 12% 28% 37% 20% 3% 
26 I try to find the meaning of idiom 14% 17% 33% 25% 11% 
27 I make my creation in English 3% 22% 40% 27% 9% 
28 I rewrite uncommon word 9% 32% 26% 28% 5% 
29 I keep my vocabulary notebook 26% 35% 24% 14% 1% 
30 I continue to study word over time 17% 20% 46% 12% 5% 
 
 
 (introducing and explaining how to answer the questionnaire) 
 
(giving the questionnaire paper to respondents) 
 
 
 
 (giving the questionnaire paper to respondents) 
 
(filling the questionnaire’s process) 
 
 
 (filling the questionnaire’s process) 
 
(collecting the questionnaire and saying thankfully to the respondents) 
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